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Intelligence customers are responsible for over 50% of all revenue 
on Google Play and iOS App Store

MORE ABOUT CONNECT

Consolidate all your app store, usage and advertising data in one 
platform to get a full view of your app performance.

App Annie ConnectGet insights on the go 
with our free mobile app.

"We realized App Annie was a great solution that 
would give us more insights on both a strategic 
and technical level, so we could make more 
intelligent business decisions."

Martin Edelman, Vice President of Operations, Glu

VIEW CASE STUDY MORE STORIES

COMPANY SIZE
500-1000

MORE ABOUT OUR PLATFORM

See how apps and markets are performing across specific countries, 
platforms and key metrics, from downloads to retention.

Get a comprehensive view

Our platform experience enables faster time to 
actionable insights

Customized, targeted insights that move at the pace of your app business

Identify keywords to optimize your app store 
presence and uncover competitors’ user 
acquisition campaigns.

Optimize ASO & advertising
Dive into user demographics and analyze 
cross-app usage patterns to enhance product 
and marketing efforts.

Explore demographics & behaviors

Learn more about the differences between Free vs. Premium

Sort user reviews and feedback by version to 
see how app updates impacted store 
rankings.

Prioritize feature updates

Track and monitor competitor market share, 
growth trends, and rank trends over time.

Gain a competitive edge
Understand engagement metrics including 
active users, market penetration, duration 
and frequency of use.

Improve usage & retention
Access estimates for millions of apps to 
discover which store, country, category or 
device is driving success.

Drive downloads & revenue

Cutting Edge Insights, One Platform

Develop sound app investments with reliable 
data insights.

FOR INVESTORS

Leverage our comprehensive market data to 
quantify and validate investment value.

FOR SALES

Quick Tour for Corporate Strategy (PDF)

Evaluate an app publisher’s growth potential 
by reviewing the performance of all of its 
apps.

FOR CORPORATE STRATEGY

Create smarter app marketing campaigns 
with efficient, targeted audience 
engagement.

Quick Tour for Marketers (PDF)

FOR MARKETERS

Quick Tour for Product Managers (PDF)

Focus on the feature updates your app needs 
to boost user engagement and edge out the 
competition.

FOR PRODUCT MANAGERS

A Trusted Resource for All Teams

Replay

View DiscoverView Engage

Make better ad platform partnership decisions by 
ensuring the advertisers’ audience aligns with your user 
base

Identify top ad monetization platforms based 
on performance and quality of traffic to boost 
your in-app advertising strategy

Replay

Generate competitive revenue estimates by using 
downloads and usage metrics as proxies for user spending 
behavior

Use mobile app data to estimate how 
competitors monetize outside of the app stores

Analyze how feature updates and in-app promotions 
influence monetization over time, then apply top revenue 
drivers to your own strategy 

Improve revenue generation by evaluating 
and leveraging top monetization practices

Replay

App Annie Intelligence is also available in [Chinese]. English screenshots are for demonstration purposes only.

MONETIZEENGAGEACQUIRESTRATEGIZEDISCOVER

Confidently Navigate the Entire App Lifecycle with 
App Annie Intelligence

GET STARTED FOR FREE

App market data you can trust, 
accelerated insights you can rely on
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